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HEXAYURT SHELTER SYSTEM
The Hexayurt is a simplif ied disaster relief shelter design. It is based on a geodesic
geometry adapted to construction from standard 4×8 foot sheets of factory made
construction material. It resembles a panel yurt, hence the name. The Hexayurt design is
open hardware originally designed by Vinay Gupta in 2003.

References
http://hexayurt.com
http://www.appropedia.org/Hexayurt_playa
http://disastr.urbanaction.org
http://hbox.org
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hexagon
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DOMUS
DOMUS is a public installation presenting experimental anti-seismic architecture
incorporating sound and light driven by real-time seismic data. A research and
development project investigating resilient, decentralized shelter systems designed for
crisis situations exploring themes of DIY responsibility and resilence studying low cost
architecture design for present day and future disaster zones. DOMUS is based on the
open hardware Hexayurt shelter system and will be presented in the Materials &
Applications exhibition courtyard in Los Angeles. DOMUS opens during the fall of 2014
and remains open until spring 2015.

http://emanate.org
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CONSTRUCTION
20ft high by 16ft wide, DOMUS is an hexagonal structure made from 30 sheets of glassfiber reinforced R-MAX and fire resistant building tape. Using wire mesh to cover the 8ft by
4ft sheets of R-MAX, a portland cement lime mix will be applied to this structure with a
concrete mortar spraying technique known as Ferrocement demonstrating a low cost,
seismic resistant housing design lasting twenty years plus.

DOMUS Original Concept Design April *02013

DISASTR Hotel, Sydney University, *02011
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DOMUS CONSTRUCTION REFERENCES
R-MAX 1' or 2"
http://www.rmax.com
R-Seal 3000 - http://www.rmax.com/downloads/DataSheets/RSEAL_3000_Data_Sheet.pdf
R-Seal 6000 - http://www.rmax.com/downloads/DataSheets/RSEAL_6000_Data_Sheet.pdf
Ferrocement
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ferrocement
http://www.ferrotechnologies.in/about-ferrocement.php
http://ferrocement.com
Buddy Rhodes - Ferrocrete Techniques
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=weyT0Ht6SOM
Mortar Spraying
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gcHc-o1O4eQ&feature=related
Open Source Ferrocement Hexayurt
http://www.jovoto.com/projects/300house/ideas/12712%20
Mortar Sprayer Oregon
http://www.mortarsprayer.com/
Rebuilding Haiti - Stucco
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=JVh2USFdUwA&list=UU8Vkfj2L63cVV5qrPnIV0Cg&index=6
Splatter Gun
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WTlaMftnWSU
Spider Lath Instead of Chicken Wire (LATH)
http://spiderlath.com/advantage.html
Permalath (BASF)
www.permalath.basf.com
Stucco: Sand, Portland Cement, Lime and Water
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stucco
Mortar Sprayer
12 Cubic feet p/m 90 psi minimum
60 gallon tank 220V
Dynamic Isolation Systems
http://www.dis-inc.com/products.html
Bridgestone Seismic Base Isolation System
http://www.bridgestone.com/products/diversif ied/antiseismic_rubber/method.html
BASE Isolation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Base_isolation
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SEISMIC MUZAK
Utilising spatial audio design the interior of DOMUS will make audible real-time collected
seismic waveform data broadcasting the Sounds of Seismic (SOS) internally within the
house. The SOS spatial muzak system creates continuous and autonomous streaming
audio compositions transposing the frequency, depth, location and energy release of
natural and man-made seismic events within the interior of the house.
DOMUS will demonstrate a seismic muzak system using Wave Field Synthesis audio
rendering techniques and transducer exciters loudspeakers. To experience the interior of
DOMUS you will not only hear seismic muzak, you will feel the low frequency bass of
continuous seismic resonance throughout the house as spatial seismic sound audio
composition.
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SOUNDS OF SEISMIC (SOS)

Sounds of Seismic (SOS) is an art-science, auditory display software system broadcasting
continuous seismic sound generated from realtime collected global earthquake data. An
internet audio streaming service, SOS webcasts electroacoustic music as multi-channel
seismic generated sounds creating an infinite computational earth system soundscape!
http://sos.allshookup.org

SEISMIC MUZAK REFERENCES
Audif ication and Sonif ication of Seismic Waveform Data
http://i-e-i.wikispaces.com/Auditory+Display
Seismic Sounds
https://soundcloud.com/seismicsounds
Wave Field Synthesis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wave_field_synthesis
Wave Field Synthesis: Open System Architecture using Distributed Processing
http://webistem.com/acoustics2008/acoustics2008/cd1/data/fa2005-budapest/paper/4770.pdf
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SEISMIC LIGHT
DOMUS Seismic Light Matrix is suspended from the apex of the Hexayurt measuring 8'
high x 5' wide x 5' depth. This 3D pixel-point array of twin RGB LED TRIKLIT spheres
totalling 730 light emitting sources responds in real-time to seismic activity reflecting
immersive light pulses from our living planet creating a beautiful experience rather than
something abstract to fear.
The theme of light has preoccupied artists for centuries and DOMUS seismic light is a
spacial and experiential exploration of LED light control designed to impact on the eye,
body and mind creating a conscious and sublime experience of perceptual reality derived
from data collected from the seismic field.
DOMUS light asks the viewer to contemplate the nature of the light itself and its seismic
source; transparency or opacity, its volume, and its color presenting a visualisation of the
seismic sublime.

REFERENCES
Earth Light Seat
http://els.allshookup.org
3LED
http://3led.cc
TRIKLITS
http://www.3waylabs.com/triklits
Carbon Nanotube
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon_nanotube
Magic Hexagon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magic_hexagon
Golden Ratio
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Golden_ratio
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Earth Light Seat - *02013

SPIN TRIKLIT Prototype - *02013
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EARTHQUAKE PREPAREDNESS
Earthquakes are the result of natural, tectonic changes in the solid crust of the earth and,
as such, are not inherently catastrophic. It is the collapse of buildings which cause
catastrophe! What is needed now are new ideas and approaches that go beyond the
defensive reinforcement of existing conceptual and physical structures, opening up new
possibilities for experimental art and architectural design to create low cost seismic
responsive housing structures which dynamically respond to the earths continuing process
of transformation.
"Earthquakes Don't Kill People, Buildings Do" --Lucy Jones, US Geological Survey
A key theme with DOMUS is to promote community and individual resilience creating
greater earthquake preparedness and awareness for the citizens of Los Angeles. It is
anticipated during and immediately following a major earthquake the community will
expect a great deal from their various levels of government authority in response. Although
government agencies are required to prepare for earthquakes, citizens are weakly
encouraged to prepare themselves through minimally effective social action campaigns.
Public surveys show that most Americans recognise the importance of preparedness - but
there is a great disconnect between thoughts and actions, as very few people actually take
effective steps to prepare for potential disasters. The focused outreach theme of DOMUS
will be to promote the importance of personal responsibility as necessary for individuals
and populations to form greater behavioural intentions in preparation for the next large Los
Angeles earthquake.
EarthQuake Preparedness REFERENCES
Earthquake Country Alliance
http://earthquakecountry.org
Great ShakeOut
http://www.shakeout.org

Step 7: Reconnect and Recover
http://earthquakecountry.org/step7
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Lebbeus Woods Inspires

STAR WHEEL HORIZON, *02000
References
1999 Terrain
http://www.lebbeuswoods.net/EARTHQUAKEtext.pdf
2000 Horizon Houses
http://www.lebbeuswoods.net/HORHOUSEStext.pdf
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Hexagons in Architecture

Revitalization of the Chernobyl Zone, *02011

Museo Soumaya (Plaza Carso), Mexico City, *02011
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Hexagons in Nature

Snow Crystal

Beehive
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